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STEP ONE: RESEARCH
This project asks to create a logo
for Go RED, a startup suicide
prevention organization. With
a goal for raising awareness
of suicide, I admire how the
organization supports the
community to a better environment.
This was a valuable opportunity
for me to execute my skills not only
as a student but as a designer. I
worked my best to present the most
appropriate logo to my clients’
satisfaction that met their values,
mission, and goals regarding
suicide prevention.

WHAT IS THIS FOR?
Go RED is a suicide prevention organization, which will be created in fall 2021 by Dr.
Sandusky and Dr. Medley at Arkansas State University. When it comes to the meaning,
Go speaks to their passion, and the acronym RED stands for “Research, Educate, Deliver.”
Their mission is to suicide prevention research, educate others on suicide prevention, and
provide those who are educated to deliver these prevention services to those in need.
By understanding client needs and the organization’s mission, the logo will play an
important role in representing the organization.

WHO ARE OUR TARGET AUDIENCE?
The organization targets students and teachers at Arkansas State University, also the large
community which would include people with no affiliation with A-State.
The primary target audience, students and teachers at A-State, has higher accessibility to
education related to suicide prevention. They will play a role in researching, raising the
awareness of the organization, and keeping the organization active.
The secondary targets support the organization outside of the university and help them to
spread the importance of suicide prevention to the local community in Jonesboro, AR.
In short, Go RED is not only targeting students who are interested in suicide prevention but
also aims for making a better environment by targeting local community people.
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STEP TWO: CREATIVE WORK
After going through several brainstorming sessions, I came up with
some main ideas. I would like to emphasize the aspect of support,
embrace, and protection that the organization will offer.

Go RED: “Research, Educate, Deliver”
GOAL: Suicide Prevention
TARGET AUDIENCE: Local community, educator,
and students at A-State

CLIENT NEEDS:
• Logo will represent their business identity
•The Go RED organization will be established in Fall 2021
•The Go RED should not be the same as the Arkansas State
University logo, but they need to correlate together visually.
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DESIGN INSPIRATION

STEP TWO: CREATIVE WORK
THUMBNAILS

After the first virtual meeting, my clients would like to go for the very first one and the very last one.
They liked the first one from left because it shows their supportive aspect, and the very last one was
also selected because they liked the idea three parts of “research, education, deliver” all connected.
They agree with the color combination, so I started rendering.
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WORKING IN PROGRESS 1

STEP THREE: RENDERING
WORKING IN PROGRESS 2

FULL COLOR

After getting feedback via email, my clients wanted me to go
with number 6, so I started rendering on Adobe Illustrator and
Procreate to refine lines and shapes. As my clients prefer bold
and rigid typeface; as a result, I chose Aileron Heavy font.
Because the logo that my clients selected was not geometric
shape, I was focused on refining the black loop and the red line
smoothly and thick for consistency with the bold logotype.
They would like one with the logo and the words Research,
Educate, Deliver, and Suicide Prevention
underneath. This would be a more professional-looking logo
they could use on letterhead and for grant applications and such.
Suicide Prevention

Suicide Prevention

Go RED
Go RED
Go RED
Go RED
Go RED
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GRAYSCALE

FULL COLOR REVERSED

STEP THREE: RENDERING
WORKING IN PROGRESS
3
P
After communication with clients,
they wanted me to change
“education” to “educate”, Then,
I realized the logo was separated
into many small pieces, and I saw
little angled shapes. I refine the
shapes finely and compound them
into one big piece.
As my clients picked the first row
and the third row, I started to
finalize by fixing shapes and trying
them on mock-ups to see how it will
look like in the real world.

COMPOUND SHAPE
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STEP FOUR: FINAL
FULL COLOR

GRAYSCALE
100% BLACK 70% BLACK

FULL COLOR REVERSED
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STEP FOUR: FINAL
CLEAR SPACE
Clear space is defined by the size of “O”giving clearance around the logo and never the be any
closer to text or other objects.

PMS: Black 6 C
CMYK: C-0 M-0 Y-0 K-100
RGB: R-0 G-0 B-0
HEX: #000000
PMS: 485 C
CMYK: C-0 M-78 Y-82 K-15
RGB: R-218 G-49 B-39
HEX: #da3127

MINIMUM SIZE

The smallest logo should ever be shown is inside of 1 inch height for vertical version and 2 inch hight
for the horizontal version.

PMS: 1-1C
CMYK: C-0 M-78 Y-82 K-0
RGB: R-255 G-255 B-255
HEX: #ffffff

1 INCH HEIGHT
2 INCH HEIGHT
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STEP FOUR: FINAL
CONCLUSION
Through this project, I gain valuable
experience working with a real client.
Even though we couldn’t interact face
to face due to Covid-19, I contacted
the client actively and kept checking
their needs, situation, and thoughts
on my work. This was not an easy
project as I need to be professional
without a professor, project guideline,
or peers to ask. However, I overcame
this kind of pressure and challenges
through communication with clients.
I sincerely respect their contribution
to our community, and it was a great
opportunity to prove how well I execute
my abilities into a successful logo.
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STEP ONE: RESEARCH
This project asks to create a
campaign to gain donations
for the Foundation of Arts
in Jonesboro. I respect their
contribution to our society, and it
is my honor for this opportunity.
I tried to create the best solution
to satisfy the values, mission, and
goals of the FOA. As a graphic
designer, I hope that this project
would enhance their relationship
with the local community.

WHAT IS THIS FOR?
By marketing to the target audience with a message
that communicates the FOA’s value and campaign
goal, the solution will raise the local community’s
awareness of the FOA and reinforce the necessity
of the arts.

WHO ARE OUR TARGET
AUDIENCE?
The campaign targets two groups. The primary
target is people, between the ages of 30 and 45,
with disposable income to donate. This target
audience also has younger children. The secondary
target consists of those who also have disposable
income, but are often retired and claim the role of
grandparents.
Both targets might enroll family members
in art classes to improve their children’s (or
grandchildren’s) creativity and talent. The FOA’s
musical and dance performances also offer various
opportunities for families to spend time together.
Both audiences realize the need for the arts in
their community and hope that their donations will
help the FOA provide high-quality programs and
additional valuable opportunities
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STEP TWO: CREATIVE WORK
I wanted my campaign to have a strong voice about the fact that
the FOA will use donations to improve the community better as a
whole. The pictures show how I analyzed their problems, tactic,
and strategies to come up with a solution.
GOAL: Acquire donation
TARGET AUDIENCE: People with some disposable income
PROBLEM/TASKS:
People may not know what the FOA is.
People may think art is useless.
People may hesitate with donating money.
People without children may be indifferent.
STRATEGIES/TACTICS:
Raise awareness of the FOA
• Use social media
• Send out invitation code
• Reach out to the local schools and hospitals
Increase participation of the neighbors and the community people.
• Open an outdoor market to let people sell their artwork
• Hold a street art exhibition
• Flash mob in public
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BIG IDEA
The target audience wants
to know what the FOA
uses the donations for
and how this benefits the
community.
This campaign emphasizes
that donors and the FOA
work together to develop
the arts of the local
community.
It will be attractive to
donors that their help
directly supports the FOA’s
theater, dance, and visual
arts to operate in a better
environment.
This campaign can gain
more donations by
pointing out that donors
will be proud that they
contributed to making a
cultured community.

STEP TWO: CREATIVE WORK
CAMPAIGN

STEP THREE: RENDERING
THE FIRST RENDERING

“You got the power. We got the stage, talent, and craft.”
“Be our ally”
I made a list of 25 headline options to pick the best four I can
possibly use. Then the best four headlines were selected.

These are how I used each
headline. Through critiques in
the class, “you got the power,
we got the stage” worked the
best for this campaign.
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STEP THREE: RENDERING
THE SECOND RENDERING
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REVISION

STEP FOUR: FINAL
AD CAMPAIGN
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STEP FOUR: FINAL
Each ad uses bold colors
that represent stage,
talent, and craft, and
simple background colors
in contrast. Also, the
ads can get the target
audience’s attention by
arranging a single figure
per ad and the text “be
our ally” to emphasize
the interaction between
donors and the FOA.
The headline “You got
the power” is repetitive
in each ad. It calls for
a compelling desire for
donors to donate by
recognizing that they have
“the power” to help the
FOA and their donations
allow the FOA to do many
beneficial things. Each ad
can also draw the interests
of donors by highlighting
how the donations will
be used by the FOA,
representing areas where
FOA needs help (theater,
dance, and art classes).
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STEP FOUR: FINAL
SOCIAL MEDIA
The main purpose that I created
social media materials is so
people can know what the
FOA does for their community.
Instagram is a suitable method
to post special affairs of the FOA
and gain donations because it
is easy to spread and anyone
has high accessibility. Here are
examples of how the campaign
will look on Instagram.
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STEP FOUR: FINAL
MERCHANDISE
Based on the campaign’s
objective, I used mockups for raising marketing
and awareness of the
FOA, and it can serve
as a fundraising activity.
Here are examples.
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CONCLUSION
This campaign aims to increase
donations to the FOA by showing
the target audience how the
FOA uses donations in theater,
dance, and the visual arts. The
message enhances the credibility
of the FOA and makes donors
feel pride that they are an ally
to this valuable group. I believe
this campaign will successfully
gain donations. I was sincerely
thankful for this opportunity and I
am proud of my solution.
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